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This exquisite pottery jar perfectly demonstrates human reverence for octopuses through the ages.
Pictorial Style bowl (krater)1375BC-1300BC. It is painted with an octopus on either side and the
tentacles are decorated with white dots. 41cm high. British Museum, department of Greek and
Roman antiquities. Reproduced with kind permission of the British Museum.

‘To say that we love God and at the same time exercise cruelty towards the
least creature is a contradiction in itself.’ John Woolman (1720-1772)
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Kindness at last for Mohan (see REMEMBERING). Photograph (c) Wildlife SOS: www.wildlifesos.org
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COMMENT

ANIMAL AND CONSCIOUSNESS

I share my home with three cats. Not only does each one look different, they
also have different likes and dislikes. Each one has a favourite place to sleep.
Two of them prefer the outdoors. One is very affectionate, another dislikes
being picked up. One is outgoing and sociable, another is nervous. They like
different food and each has his or her unique personality. However I know for
certain that if I accidentally tread on a paw or tail the response will be the
same. They yelp and run away and hide because they have been hurt and it is
painful.
For many years people believed that animals couldn’t feel pain.They thought
that animals were not conscious and therefore were unaware of anything that
happened or was done to them. If animals yelped in pain people thought it
was a mechanical reaction, like a clock striking at certain times. People thought
that all animals were dumb or stupid and had no physical or emotional feelings.
However in the last forty years interest in animal behaviour increased and
with the help of modern technology scientists have made many discoveries.
Not only are animals capable of skills thought to be unique to humans, but
they also experience physical pain and pleasure and a wide range of feelings
such as happiness, sadness, boredom, distress and excitement. Such feelings are
called sentience and this means that animals are conscious and are aware of
their surroundings and what happens to them. What they experience matters
to them as much as our experiences matter to us.
A landmark discovery about animal behaviour was their ability to use tools,
a skill previously thought to be uniquely human.They can find objects to enable
them to carry out tasks and modify objects to make them more useful. Tool
use has been observed in many animals including chimps, orang-utans, dolphins,
elephants, otters, crows, rooks parrots and octopuses.
Other abilities previously thought to be uniquely human include planning
ahead, learning by watching others, having a sense of right and wrong and
looking after each other. Some animals play tricks on one another and have a
sense of fun. Animals communicate with one another, not necessarily by sounds
but also by touch, smell and body language. What we now know means that
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the difference between animals and humans is not as great as previously
thought.
It is unlikely there will ever be the equivalent of a Leonardo da Vinci,
Beethoven or Shakespeare in the nonhuman animal kingdom. But should we
judge or value others, human or nonhuman by what they can’t do? If we do,
some human achievements are insignificant compared to those of animals.
Seismologists are still trying to find a way to predict earthquakes accurately.
It is said that catfish, with their heightened sense of touch can detect them days
in advance. Usain Bolt’s top running speed is 27.44 mph. A cheetah has been
recorded running at 61mph. Even my cats are capable of running at 30 mph.
There are many creatures from a tiny moth to the mighty elephant that have
better hearing than humans. We are all aware of a dog’s keen sense of smell
which is thousands of times more sensitive than a human’s.The heaviest weight
lifted unaided by a human is 460kg. A gorilla can lift 2,000kg (as heavy as 30
humans). But the record has to go to the dung beetle which can pull 1,141
times its own body weight.This is equal to an average person pulling six double
deck buses full of people!
A quotation attributed to Albert Einstein seems appropriate, “Every body is
a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its life
believing it is stupid”.
The examples of animal skills I have given are physical and can be measured.
Animal sentience however can’t be measured but can be observed. There are
hundreds of true stories that illustrate this which will be the topic of another
article.
Humans have a massive effect on the lives of billions of animals. Our
superiority has resulted in ignoring their individuality, their feelings and their
needs. Increasing our knowledge of animals is crucial in improving their lives.
They are not stupid, unfeeling mechanical objects, here only for our use and
exploitation. They all deserve our compassion, respect and understanding.
Elizabeth Allison, Leicester Meeting
RSPCA Woodside vice president
First printed in Coalville Community Eye, September 2017.

Continued overleaf
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Elizabeth campaigns regularly for animals through membership of animal
organisations and writing letters regularly to her local newspaper. She is vice
president of the Woodside local animal RSPCA rescue centre and fosters cats
and kittens. She says: “Since attending the Leicester group I have baked vegan
cakes each week for Friends to eat after the Sunday meetings and am now in
charge of catering!” Elizabeth would like her local Quaker Meeting to have
some involvement in animal welfare and is interested in hearing what other
groups do. She can be contacted through the QCA Clerk – see Committee
page.

Tess © Ann Johnson
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SENTIENCE
COOPERATION, INTELLIGENCE, RECONCILIATION
“Fish have very good memories, live in complex social communities
where they keep track of individuals and can learn from one another, a
process that leads to the development of stable cultural traditions. They
recognise themselves and others.They cooperate with one another and
show signs of Machiavellian intelligence such as cooperation and
reconciliation.They build complex structures, are capable of tool use and
use the same methods for keeping track of quantities as we do. For the
most part, their primary senses are just as good, and in many cases better
than our own.
“When comparing their behaviour to primates, one finds very few
differences with the exception, perhaps, of the ability for imitation (Bshary
et al. 2002). One must conclude, therefore, that the level of cognitive
complexity displayed by fishes is on a par with most other vertebrates,
and that if any animals are sentient then one must conclude that fish are
too. While their brain evolutionary and developmental trajectory differs
from other vertebrates, it is evident that there are many analogous
structures that perform similar functions. This body of evidence strongly
suggests that they are sentient and the evidence that they are capably of
feeling pain in a manner similar to humans is gradually mounting. I submit
that there are compelling reasons to include fish in our ‘‘moral circle’’ and
afford them the protection they deserve.”
From Fish Intelligence, Sentience and Ethics, The Humane Society
Institute for Science and Policy Animal Studies Repository, 1-2015, by
Associate Professor Culum Brown, Director HDR Biology, Department
of Biological Sciences, Macquarie University. We thank Professor Brown
for permission to reproduce this extract from his article.
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SENTIENCE

GREATER PROTECTION FOR THE ‘OTHER’

Nonhuman beings such as lobsters have been discounted in welfare law for far too
long. When it comes to compassion and humane treatment of other species, not
least ocean dwellers, we humans frequently overlook the ones we know little about.
Scientists are now uncovering a wealth of complexity, intelligence, social structures
and behaviour in ‘other’ beings.
In January, the campaigning organisation Crustacean Compassion, together
with 56 Scientists, lawyers, comedians, actors and wildlife experts called on
Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Michael Gove to
protect lobsters, crabs and other decapod crustaceans within animal welfare
law. Decapod crustaceans were not included in the Animal Welfare Act 2006
(England and Wales).
Among the many other voices to appeal for greater protection for these
overlooked and frequently abused beings were Animal Interfaith Alliance,
Shellfish Network and RSPCA. At time of writing, more than 37,000 people
have signed the online petition for decapod crustaceans to be protected with
our welfare law. Earlier this year, Switzerland announced a ban on boiling
lobsters alive. In February, Quaker Concern for Animals contributed a full and
thoroughly researched response to the DEFRA consultation on the new
proposed Animal Welfare (Sentencing and Recognition of Sentience) Bill 2018.
We stated it was paramount that “…the Bill explicitly recognise the sentience
not only of all vertebrates but also all cephalopod molluscs and all decapod
crustaceans.”
Since the Animal Welfare Act 2006 was introduced, scientific evidence has
emerged confirming that decapod crustaceans experience pain. Despite this,
decapods continue to be crammed together in brightly lit tanks in food retail
establishments, are sold live to the consumer for amateur home storage and
killing and have even been found for sale in the UK alive, entirely immobilised
in shrink-wrap. Killing is sometimes preceded by breaking off the legs, head or
tail before being boiled alive. It is estimated that an edible crab boiled alive may
remain conscious for at least three minutes.
The subject of nonhuman animal sentience is very much in the public
6
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conscience right now and enlightened scientific research is increasingly engaged
exploring sentience with species we may know little about, some of whom we
highlight here.
Cephalopods’ brains are big and highly effective. Celphalopods demonstrate
tremendous dexterity, can use tools – and physically they dazzle. Much
communication is skin-based and décor can be highly complex, utilised in order
to camouflage, to attract and to warn.They can change skin colour and patterns
such as polka dots and stripes, sometimes at the same time on different parts
of their bodies. Squid and octopuses can send mixed messages concurrently
with a threatening message on one side of their body and a friendly one on
the other. It is no wonder that humans have been fascinated by them all through
the ages, fearing them, revering them, depicting them on ancient pottery, coins,
writing them into poetry and music.
In his enthralling book The Exultant Ark, A Pictorial Tour of Animal Pleasure,
Jonathan Balcombe points out that, although studies of positive experience in
animals has been scarce, emerging scientific evidence is confirming the great
potential animals have for pleasure in their lives. (In which case, this also
confirms their potential for grieving, sorrow, fear and depression). In his book,
Balcombe cites behavioural evidence in octopuses of playing with plastic toys,
mischief making and even demonstrating frustration, like squirting water at
people who annoy them.
Then there was the extraordinary story of Inky who, in April 2016, escaped
from his tank, down a drainpipe and into the ocean. Originally caught by a
fisherman in 2014, Inky apparently became a favourite with aquarium staff
because of his appealing, full-of-curiosity nature. In a press release, Rob Yarrell,
manager of the National Aquarium of New Zealand said, “I don’t think he
was unhappy with us, or lonely, as octopus are solitary creatures, but he is
such a curious boy. He would want to know what’s happening on the outside.
That’s just his personality.”
In Other Minds, Peter Godfrey-Smith, a philosopher of science and skilled
scuba diver, charts the evolutionary journey of cephalopods, beginning as
molluscs who would later abandon their shells to travel above the ocean floor,
their intelligence growing in order to deal with an evolving life. Godfrey-Smith
examines how the octopus, a solitary creature with little social life, traces this
7
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inner life back to its roots, comparing human animals “…with our most
remarkable animal relatives’.
Manta and devil rays (known collectively as mobulids) have the largest brains
of all fish. Giant manta rays have presented behavioural responses known to
be prerequisites for self-awareness. As self-aware species are known to exhibit
complex social behaviours, cooperative behaviours and empathic behaviours,
this highlights the potential cognitive capabilities of fish. The giant manta ray is
listed on the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
Appendix II, which restricts their trade. However, some one thousand giant
mantas are thought to be harvested each year for their meat and gill rakers,
the latter traded in Chinese medicine. Targeted and bycatch fisheries for these
animals are devastating populations around the world.
Maryland-based campaigning and educational organisation Fish Feel is
committed to promoting the recognition of fish as sentient beings deserving
of respect and compassion stating, ‘Despite fish constituting the largest category
of animals used for food (including as farmed animal feed), and despite huge
numbers of fish harmed for research, ‘sport, and aquaria, their well-being
receives very little attention, even from the animal protection community. Fish
are…fast learners with long-term memories and a keen sense of time. The
common notion that fish have ‘a three-second memory’ should be blown out
of the water by the fact that migrating fishes, such as salmon, remember their
way home years later and from thousands of miles away.’
Each May cownose rays migrate up the Atlantic Ocean to Chesapeake Bay,
Maryland, to give birth to their pups and mate afterwards.Tragically, on reaching
their destination, they meet an even harsher challenge from humans taking part
in ‘killing contests’ that target cownose rays, including pregnant rays and their
pups. Participants compete for prize money by slaughtering rays to see who
can kill the heaviest. They shoot cownose rays from their boats at close range
with arrows, bludgeon them with bats, pile them into barrels to suffocate and
then, after weighing the rays to see who killed the largest one, they throw them
away.
Last year a campaign by Fish Feel and the Save the Cownose Rays Coalition
to expose and challenge this cruelty succeeded in getting an emergency bill
passed to halt the contests. The law has put a moratorium on fishing contests
8
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for cownose rays until July 2019, and calls on the Maryland Department of
Natural Resources to develop a management plan for the rays by the end of
2018.

Crows – skilful reshaping © Ann Johnson

Adopting different dialects
A recent study led by Dr Yossi Yovel of Tel Aviv University, and his students
Yosef Prat and Lindsay Azoulay has showed how young bats are capable of
adopting different ‘dialects’ spoken by their own and other colonies. The team
raised 14 pups with their mothers in three different colonies. In these
laboratory colonies, the scientists used speakers to play three specific subsets
of natural bat vocalizations. The researchers exposed the young bats to the
recordings over a period of one year until they reached adulthood. Although
the young bats were exposed to their mothers’ usual dialect and could
communicate with them, each group developed a different dialect resembling
the one they heard through the recordings.
“The difference between the vocalizations of the mother bat and those of
the colony are akin to a London accent and, say, a Scottish accent,” Dr Yovel
explained. “The ability to learn vocalizations from others is extremely important
for speech acquisition in humans, but it’s believed to be rare among animals.
Researchers have believed that this is what makes human language unique.”
9
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The Tel Aviv University team are now examining how the acquisition of a new
dialect influences the ability of bats to integrate into ‘foreign’ colonies.
A study at University Würzburg, Germany has revealed that ants have a
strategy to help the colony weather wartime casualties. Unlike all other ants,
Megaponera analis soldiers carry their injured comrades home. Study leader
Erik T Frank a myrmecologist at the University said that, while this may seem
like a small courtesy to the individuals being rescued, these tiny heroics add up
since there is a clear benefit for the colony. ‘Paramedic’ ants save the wounded
in termite wars and the injured ants recover – able to participate again in future
raids and remain functioning members of the colony. Frank and his colleagues
estimate these ant colonies are 30 per cent larger than they would be if the
ants left their comrades for dead.
‘Elephants sometimes cover dead elephants with soil and vegetation, making them,
as far as I’m aware, the only other animals who sometimes perform simple burials.
When sport hunters shot a large male elephant his companions surrounded his carcass.
The hunters returned hours later to find that the others had not only covered their dead
comrade with soil and leaves—they had covered his large head-wound with mud.’
Carl Safina, Beyond Words: What Animals Think and Feel.

Biologists at the University of St Andrews have recently discovered how
New Caledonian crows make one of their most sophisticated tool designs –
sticks with a neatly-shaped crochet-like hook that can be used for snagging
insect prey.The hook is widely regarded as one of humankind’s most important
innovations, with skilful reshaping, a useless piece of raw material is transformed
into a powerful tool. The researchers discovered that the depth of the hook
was influenced by both the properties of the plant material, and the technique
crows used for detaching branches. When birds made controlled cuts with
their sharp bills, the resulting hooks were significantly deeper than when they
used a ‘sloppier’ alternative method of simply pulling off branches.
Pigeons can discriminate the abstract concepts of space and time, and seem
to use a region of the brain different from humans and primates to do so. This
finding, from the University of Iowa, adds to the growing recognition in the
scientific community that animals such as birds, reptiles, and fish, are capable of
10
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high-level, abstract decision-making. Edward Wasserman, Stuit Professor of
Experimental Psychology, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences at
the University of Iowa, who has studied intelligence in a range of animals for
over 40 years, said, “… the cognitive prowess of birds is now deemed to be
ever closer to that of both human and nonhuman primates. Those avian
nervous systems are capable of far greater achievements than the pejorative
term ‘bird brain’ would suggest.”
“Megaphone, please.

“I am battery hen. I live in a cage so small I cannot stretch my wings. I am
forced to stand night and day on a sloping wire mesh floor that painfully
cuts into my feet. The cage walls tear my feathers, forming blood blisters
that never heal. The air is so full of ammonia that my lungs hurt and my
eyes burn and I think I am going blind. As soon as I was born, a man
grabbed me and sheared off part of my beak with a hot iron, and my
little brothers were thrown into trash bags as useless alive.
“My mind is alert and my body is sensitive and I should have been
richly feathered. In nature or even a farmyard I would have had sociable,
cleansing dust baths with my flock mates, a need so strong that I perform
‘vacuum’ dust bathing on the wire floor of my cage. Free, I would have
ranged my ancestral jungles and fields with my mates, devouring plants,
earthworms, and insects from sunrise to dusk. I would have exercised
my body and expressed my nature, and I would have given, and received,
pleasure as a whole being. I am only a year old, but I am already a ‘spent
hen.
“Humans, I wish I were dead, and soon I will be dead. Look for pieces
of my wounded flesh wherever chicken pies and soups are sold.”
Karen Davis, President, United Poultry Concerns, Machipongo,Virginia.
© United Poultry Concerns. http://www.upc-online.org
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Thinking Like a Chicken: Farm Animals And The Feminine Connection, Karen Davis,
PhD, from Animals and Women: Feminist Theoretical Explorations, editors Carol J
Adams and Josephine Donovan (Duke University Press). United Poultry
Concerns is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the compassionate and
respectful treatment of domestic fowl in food production, science, education,
entertainment, and human companionship situations. We thank Karen for
permission to reproduce this.

Photo of Karen Davis and Florence by John H Sheally
courtesy of The Virginian-Pilot 25 November, 2004
(Thanksgiving Day). Florence lived happily at United Poultry
Concerns for seven years before her health failed and she
was humanely euthanised at the home she loved.
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POETRY

The near-death experience of a Cartesian philosopher

Animals he regarded as automata … devoid of feeling
- Bertrand Russell on Descartes

There was a man who saw the soul as for man alone,
so dogs and the poor rest must go without.
He made a shout of it, as if knowing best,
but the real test came when he himself fell upon death’s floor
and on his hands and knees he saw amongst the dust
creatures with eyes, with blood the stuff of any blood:
a hare can die as well as any man, have its spark
clean shot from its heart in a sharp rendering, its soul
lending light to the big behind-the-scenes white.

Returning from this, the man was wide
to open his framework entire, and straight
from his mind’s laboratory, he
let all the living creatures out,
himself included.
Fiona Owen ©

From O My Swan (Flarestack, 2003)
www.rhwng.com
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ART IN ACTION

THIRTY TIMES A MINUTE

Imagery is a forceful tool when it comes to instigating change. Artists, photographers,
film makers and poets have always used their work to protest against injustice and
today’s animal advocates are finding ever more creative ways to highlight the
suffering of our animal kin.
Colleen Plumb, whose powerful images of elephants appear on the inside
front cover of this Newsletter, is an award-winning photographer whose work
is held in private, corporate and museum collections and showcased widely in
exhibitions and books. She began investigating the lives of captive animals after
photographing the ‘pre-show’ at a circus in Chicago. Colleen says: “There were
elephants doing ‘training demonstrations’ and I sought to make a photograph
that could illustrate the absurdity and out-datedness of a circus.”
This experience fired her to probe further, visiting zoos collecting evidence
of the reality of how captive elephants lived. She travelled to film them
exhibiting stereotypic behaviour at 60 zoos in the US and Europe and frankly
admits: “It was awful to do that over and over for five years. I drove so many
miles and wondered what the heck I was doing. At every zoo I felt like an alien,
seeing what seemed no one else was seeing, and fought feelings of both
depression and anger.” Bravely, Colleen continued, her perseverance resulting
in the video project Thirty Times a Minute.
This video focuses on the ethics of keeping elephants in captivity, raising
questions about what it means to participate as a spectator of these trapped
iconic beings. Projecting the video images onto urban surfaces and landscapes
that are out of context with the daily lives of confined elephants, Colleen seeks
to challenge the human conscience through forging a link with spectators at
the zoo and viewers on the street.
This series of mighty images delivers to the public arena the reality of a life
bereft of vast space, natural enrichment and the social richness of living and
foraging within a group of wild elephants. They expose the elephants’ distress
– the obsessive pacing back and forth, the repetitive swaying. But the images
also reveal the beauty, power and grace of these contained animals. The fact
the images are public installations initiates response and conversation between
14
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strangers around isolation, friendship and the meaning of ‘humane’.
Colleen explains how the project title references the heart rate of an
elephant: “Elephant handlers have been known to tell spectators that elephants
must sway because they doze while standing, and the swaying is in keeping
with their heartbeat. This is wholly untrue. The real explanation is that these
elephants are exhibiting neurosis due to lack of adequate mental stimulation.
Elephants in the wild walk up to 50 miles a day. To me, the rocking represents
a ‘wish-walk’ – a way to soothe the distress associated with standing in an
enclosure all day, often alone or with only one or two companions.”
Since 2014 Colleen has installed over eighty public video projections of Thirty
Times a Minute in North American cities, Berlin,Vienna, Paris,Toronto and, most
recently, in Reykjavik. More information about her work can be found on:
http://www.colleenplumb.com

LEGAL PERSONHOOD

After attending a screening of Unlocking the Cage, the documentary film made
in 2016 by D A Pennebaker and Chris Hegedus, Colleen became interested
in the subject of ‘personhood’ in other animals and the ground-breaking
work being carried out by Steven Wise and the Nonhuman Rights Project
(NHrP). She is now working with the organisation to help three elephants.
The NHrP works to secure legally recognised fundamental rights for
nonhuman animals through litigation, advocacy and education. They are
currently seeking legal personhood for Minnie, Beulah and Karen who, for
decades, have belonged to a family-owned, travelling zoo in Connecticut.
Minnie, also known as Mignon is an Asian elephant who was born in the
wild in Thailand and imported to the US in 1972 when she was two months
old. Beulah, also known as Beulah Mae, is an Asian elephant who was born
in the wild in Myanmar in 1967 and imported to the US sometime between
1969 and 1973. Karen, an African elephant born in the wild in 1981, in
an unknown location, was imported to the US by Jurgen C Schulz,
who ran an import-export business trading in exotic animals.
https://www.nonhumanrights.org
15
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Pikin and Appolinaire: Photograph © Jo-Anne McArthur/We Animals

CONGRATULATIONS TO JO-ANNE McARTHUR

ART IN ACTION

Quaker Concern for Animals is thrilled that Jo-Anne McArthur of We
Animals, who featured in our spring and autumn 2017 Newsletters, has won
the Wildlife Photographer of the Year People’s Choice Award with her
magnificent photograph that catches a tender moment between Pikin and
Appolinaire Ndohoudou, of Ape Action Africa. It is exhibited at the Natural
History Museum, London, until 28 May.
Some 50,000 entries from 92 countries entered and, in recognition of the
high standard of entries, 24 extra images were selected by the Natural History
Museum and put to the public vote. Almost 20,000 nature fans around the
world voted, and Canadian Jo-Anne’s entry emerged as the favourite.
Pikin, a lowland gorilla, had just been rescued from being sold for bushmeat.
Appolinaire was moving her from a safe forest sanctuary to a larger one, along
with a group of gorilla companions. She was sedated for the move but during
the transfer to the new enclosure, she awoke. Safe in the arms of her carer,
Pikin remained calm for the journey.
16
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Jo-Anne said: ‘I’m so thankful that this image resonated with people and I
hope it might inspire us all to care a little bit more about animals. No act of
compassion towards them is ever too small. I regularly document the cruelties
animals endure at our hands, but sometimes I bear witness to stories of rescue,
hope and redemption. Such is the case with the story of Pikin and Appolinaire,
a beautiful moment between friends.”
THOUSANDS OF PRIMATES RESCUED
Rachel Hogan is the director of Ape Action Africa in Cameroon. She and her
team have rescued thousands of primates from the bush meat trade and the
pet industry since she began her work there in 2001.
Today, Ape Action Africa (Cameroon Wildlife Aid Fund) continues its
passionate work in great ape conservation in Cameroon. Its goals are to address
the immediate threats faced by gorillas and chimps and to work with
communities to develop long-term solutions to ensure their survival in the wild.
Rachel and her team rescue orphaned and injured gorillas and chimpanzees,
some only days old, hours from death. Once they are in care, the team works
around the clock in their base at Cameroon’s Mefou Primate Park to provide
urgent veterinary care and nourishment. Safe from poachers, the animals are
attended by trained experts, many of them local community members who
have joined the charity. Eventually, when the young orphans are strong enough,
they are reintroduced to groups of their own kind in safe and controlled
environments.
http://www.weanimals.org
http://www.apeactionafrica.org

Young gorillas play with Rachel and
Thierry at Ape Action Africa. Photograph
© Jo-Anne McArthur/We Animals
17
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HELPING YOUNG VEGETARIANS

Jane Hughes explains how The Vegetarian Charity has been helping young
people since the 1870s.

First things first: The Vegetarian Charity isn’t the same organisation as The
Vegetarian Society. Though we have much in common, the remit of The
Vegetarian Charity is specifically to consider requests for financial assistance
from vegetarians and vegans aged under 26. In a way, we are ‘book-ending’ with
another charity, Vegetarian For Life, which provides advice and grants to elderly
vegetarians and vegans. As Grants Secretary for The Vegetarian Charity, I often
hear from people who are too old to get help from us and too young to get
help from Vegetarian For Life – it’s unfortunate that there is no other
organisation offering grants specifically to vegetarians. Occasionally, I’m berated
for ‘discriminating’ against vegetarians aged over 25… So, what’s the story?
A study of our archives reads like one of those Who Do You Think You Are?
television programmes on family history. The history of our ‘family’ dates back
to the 1870s, when a primitive Methodist preacher and his wife began to offer
space in their Liverpool home to destitute families from the city’s slum districts.
The enterprise grew and grew, moving to larger premises and focussing
specifically on helping children.The census of 1901 shows a charitable institution
in a house large enough to accommodate the preacher, his wife, daughter and
grand-daughters, three servants and 23 resident boys and girls aged between
four and 14.The 1911 census shows 21 children in residence, now all girls, aged
between four and 16.
The archives reveal that vegetarianism (‘the humane dietary principle’) was
adopted as it was felt that ‘the principles of humaneness and fellowship with
the animal kingdom would be of great value in developing the character of the
home’s charges’. Homoeopathic treatment was available for illnesses and the
children were encouraged to develop as ‘good citizens’ through prayer and
learning crafts and skills. But ultimately, it wasn’t a sustainable enterprise – times
were changing, and soon it would be apparent that the home could not force
vegetarianism on young people, nor could it survive by shipping in vegetarian
children from other areas of the country, moving them away from their homes
18
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and families. The post-war period saw an appeal for funds in the pages of The
Vegetarian magazine: ‘A start has been made on redecorating the house: no
small job when there are twenty-two large rooms, passages, bathrooms and
lavatories to repair, paint and distemper’. But ultimately, in 1950, the property
was sold.
The money raised was invested to create a fund which the charity still uses
today, with the charitable purpose of assisting ‘young’ vegetarians and vegans
under the age of 26 – a cut-off age which seems generous! Although the
majority of applicants are students (or those hoping to go to university), we
receive regular applications from young people seeking help to buy equipment
to help them manage disabilities or further their careers, young parents who
need help to buy essentials like carpets and fridges, and people aged over 25
applying on behalf of vegetarian children. Grants are usually no more than £500,
enabling us to make a difference to as many people as we can.
Unsurprisingly, we are getting more enquiries and applications every year,
making the task of the unpaid vegetarian trustees who make the decisions
about accepting and rejecting applicants more and more difficult. So as well as
informing readers of the Quaker Concern for Animals Newsletter about our work,
can I also take the opportunity to say that we welcome donations and also
enquiries from new potential trustees?
Jane Hughes, Grants Secretary, The Vegetarian Charity
grantssecretary@vegetariancharity.org.uk
Further information: http://www.vegetariancharity.org.uk

UK WILDLIFE

FOXES: MYTHS AND RUMOURS

We would be hard pressed to find a more vilified and controversial animal in our
country than the fox. The urban fox in particular is loved by some, loathed and
feared by others and is often the target for blame, rumours and false myths.
Elizabeth Allison speaks up for this maligned member of the dog family.
Foxes are a media favourite and little arouses public hatred of the animal
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more than a ‘fox attack’. A few years ago foxes were accused of attacking
people on a regular basis. One particular media report was of a woman
confronted by a fox while she was in the bath! The woman was not attacked
and the fox reportedly exited through a window. Giving space to this and other
outlandish stories indicates the level of bias of some of the press.
According to animal behaviourist and naturalist Chris Packham, tales of fox
attacks on people usually have a hidden agenda. Wildlife expert John Bryant
says they are extremely rare. A successful strategy for survival in the wild is to
kill surplus food and save it for another night when hunting is not so good.
When a fox breaks into a poorly secured hen house its survival strategy takes
over and it will kill all the prey available intending to return for the remaining
corpses on another occasion. It is a misconception that foxes kill for ‘fun’.
Reports of ‘giant foxes’, which have never been verified, are among
outrageous claims made by pro-hunt supporters to frighten the public and
gain support for their activities. Pro-hunt supporters also argued that fox
numbers were increasing and out-of-control. Such claims were quashed when
research revealed the fox population has been stable for forty years.
Another ploy used to discredit foxes is that they regularly kill lambs. Official
figures show foxes take less than one per cent of lambs and those taken are
likely to be ailing. Despite all the scaremongering a survey across Britain
indicated that 65.7 per cent of households like urban foxes.
Foxes are arguably Britain’s most beautiful, adaptable and resilient wild
animals. They can live in sparse upland areas and busy cities and should be
celebrated rather than vilified.Thankfully scientists and TV naturalists are helping
to dispel the ignorance and
superstition that resulted in their
persecution.
Elizabeth Allison, Leicester Meeting.
First printed in INSIDE, the newsletter
of Woodside Animal Centre.

Garden fox © Ann Johnson
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GROWING OPPOSITION TO GROUSE SHOOTING
Jack Riggall describes how opposition to driven grouse shooting from professional
wildlife organisations and politicians, as well as grass roots campaigners and activists,
is increasing.

Gavin Gamble’s e-petition to the UK government calls for ban on driven grouse
shooting and, as support for it is increasing, it’s interesting that very recently,
the new Environmental Advisor to Theresa May (Sir John Randall) has
expressed his deep concern about driven grouse shooting, mainly due to the
ongoing criminal persecution of birds of prey, along with the ‘intensification’ of
pheasant shooting (1). A day after bloodsports lobbyists go the press with their
concerns about a ‘war on fieldsports’ (2) information comes to light of a rare
goshawk nest being destroyed in a public forest, which, coincidentally, is
surrounded by driven grouse moors (3). This neatly finishes the season by
showing, once again, what driven grouse shooting depends on: relentless
persecution of countless predators, whether legally protected or not.

* The Scottish National Party has adopted a policy of licensing these moors;
it’s not a ban and only affects Scottish grouse moors, but it will hopefully be
better than what we currently have (4).
* The extent of both legal and illegal wildlife persecution was revealed on the
Moscar Estate in the Peak District earlier in 2017 by Hunt Investigation Team (5).
* Hunt saboteurs closed down numerous shoots on the opening of the grouse
shooting season, 2017 the so-called Inglorious Twelfth (6).
* The National Trust were strongly opposed by many groups over their grouse
shooting leases in the Peak District after an apparent attempt to lure hen
harriers to a waiting shotgun. Unfortunately (7) they ignored non-shooting lease
bids from established wildlife organisations and allowed more grouse shooting,
albeit with restrictions.
* Grouse shooting has been abandoned by Bradford Council due to the
damage it was shown to cause and due to the sustained campaigning of Ban
Bloodsports on Ilkley Moor (BBIM) (8).
* Derbyshire Wildlife Trust responded to the National Trust’s recent decision
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to continue to allow shooting with disappointment and a renewed call for a
new approach to upland management, one where wildlife is prioritised over
bloodsports (9).
* The RSPB have ceased their involvement with the Peak District Bird of Prey
initiative (10) because some ‘partners’ ie gamekeepers and the Moorland
Association were hindering efforts (11) to help birds of prey recover.

These are the results of widespread concern and disgust with this ‘fieldsport’,
but what are the issues?

Snares
Snares are commonly used to eliminate foxes (legally12) and badgers
(illegally13) to boost the numbers of red grouse for shooting, despite the
cruelty involved and despite the latter species being fully protected by law.
DEFRA knows full well the welfare implications of these hideous traps and
how often they catch and severely harm countless ‘non-target’ species (14).
Last year we saw masked gamekeepers snaring and shooting badgers on the
Moscar Estate, which coincidentally belongs to the Duke of Rutland who owns
the Belvoir Hunt (15/16). Prohibition of driven grouse shooting would hopefully
bring an end to, or heavily reduce, the use of these so-called ‘humane traps’ on
upland habitat.
Climate Change
Intensive burning of heather on moorland is carried out to create better
conditions for red grouse in order boost the amount of birds available to be
shot for sport.This exacerbates the global issue of climate change and has been
described by the Committee for Climate Change as a continued damaging
practice (17). Burning also creates many other issues such as decreased
biodiversity amongst macroinvertebrate communities (insects, basically) along
with adverse impacts on Sphagnum moss species, which are critical to the
creation of carbon storing peat (18). Yet another practice of moorland
bloodsport managers that degrades the environment.
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Illegal bird of prey persecution
Criminal destruction of raptors on moorland is rampant, most famously the
hen harrier but Falcons (19/20), eagles (21) and other species are widely
persecuted. In the Peak District, attempts to work with those responsible for
the crimes to boost raptor numbers appear to be futile, as some of the key
species for the Bird of Prey initiative continue to face widespread hostility and
are not recovering (22).
Gavin Gamble’s petition
Concerns about animal cruelty might have struck home within the
Conservative Party, likely because their tendency to endorse fox hunting (23)
hasn’t done them any favours. They could be on the right side of history and
take the action that Gavin Gamble is asking for to bring an end to the issues
above and the countless other degradations inflicted on the environment by a
criminal shooting industry, but his petition needs many more signatures before
then. Please sign it here: bit.ly/2gg0pgS
References
1 - The correspondence between Sir John Randall and Findlay Wilde on his
concerns and thoughts around game shooting, wildlife crime and other issues
has been published on 04/12/2017 by Findlay Wilde (bit.ly/2lsARjg).
2 - Raptor Persecution UK (RPUK) published information on the ‘war on field
sports’ article on 30/12/2017 (bit.ly/2DFNvlE).
3 - RPUK published information on 30/12/2017 on the goshawk nest incident
in Moy Forest, belonging to Forestry Commission Scotland, along with the
original article (bit.ly/2Ep4FoL).
4 - RPUK published information on 02/12/2017 about SNP’s policy change
along with the adopted motion in full (bit.ly/2lr6Sbi).
5 - Hunt Investigation Team (HIT)’s full investigation of the Moscar Estate from
Spring 2017 can be seen here (bit.ly/2zU8nmO).
6 - A press release from the Hunt Saboteurs Association (HSA) dated
13/08/2017 explains that over 100 hunt saboteurs disrupted shoots in the Peak
District at the opening of the grouse shooting season (bit.ly/2x8dtKZ).
7 - Moorland Vision consists of a dozen outdoor/environmental organisations
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such as Derbyshire Mammal Group. They are campaigning for the National
Trust to stop allowing driven grouse shooting on two of their Peak District
estates after the tenant at the time was linked to potential hen harrier
persecution (bit.ly/2b7ycrG). Their statement dated 10/01/2018 in response
to the renewed shooting leases can be seen here (bit.ly/2BsRlgn).
8 - Ban Bloodsports on Ilkley Moor (BBIM)’s statement from 17/01/2018 about
Bradford Council’s decision not to renew the grouse shooting lease when it
expires can be seen here (bit.ly/2Ea82Ad).
9 - Derbyshire Wildlife Trust’s statement about renewed grouse shooting leases
on National Trust land in the Peak District, dated 17/01/2018, can be seen here
(bit.ly/2EapQv6).
10 - RPUK posted the full RSPB press statement about the Peak District Bird
of Prey Initiative on 23/01/2018 (bit.ly/2GhFJQY).
11 - Freedom of Information (FoI) requests from RPUK revealed that the
Moorland Association actively suppressed press releases relating to the most
recent bird of prey report from the Peak District.The FoI results were published
here on 23/01/2018 (bit.ly/2DzgZC5).
12 - HIT’s footage of a fox being snared and shot on the Moscar Estate in
Spring 2017 can be seen here (bit.ly/2DDhg6E).
13 - HIT’s footage of a badger being snared and shot on the Moscar Estate in
Spring 2017 can be seen here (bit.ly/2EaeE1v).
14 - An in depth report on snaring in the UK was submitted to DEFRA in 2005
(bit.ly/2rbKPZF).
15 - BBC news report dated 24/12/2015 describes a captive fox being
discovered and released from a shed linked to the Belvoir/Duke of Rutland’s
Foxhounds (bbc.in/1PmUd2w).
16 - Two League Against Cruel Sports (LACS) investigators were attacked at
a meet of the Belvoir Hunt in March 2016 (bit.ly/2rLnYX4).
17 - Chris Packham summarised the Committee for Climate Change’s stance
here (bit.ly/2oHJKF2).
18 - The EMBER (Effects of Moorland Burning on the Ecohydrology of River
basins) project from the University of Leeds released their key findings in an
executive summary here (bit.ly/2GnpEsO).
19 - North-East Scotland Raptor Study Group published a study on the lack
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of success of peregrines on grouse moors in Scotland due to criminal
persecution, as described by RPUK on 11/10/2015 (bit.ly/2DFkdUl).
20 - Terry Pickford from the North West Raptor Group describes the losses
of peregrines on grouse moors in Lancashire due to criminal persecution in
this video (bit.ly/2njAmIa).
21 - A major analysis of satellite tag data for golden eagles in Scotland was
clear in its findings that many of the disappearances of eagles were suspicious
and connected to grouse moor management (bit.ly/2sY9JKS).
22 - Peak District Bird of Prey Initiative overview for 2016 and 2017 shows
that peregrine falcons and short-eared owls continually to breed in some areas
(bit.ly/2nioI16).
23 - Theresa May announced before the 2017 General Election that “Personally
I have always been in favour of fox hunting” (bit.ly/2ChQIeS).

Animal Aid is calling for a ban on the use of battery cages for pheasant
and partridge shooting production. They are also vigorously campaigning
for an end to all public subsidies to grouse shoots and the introduction
of state licensing for shoots and gamekeepers – the retention of such
licences to be dependent on the licensees staying within the wildlife
protection laws. For Animal Aid's free Stop Shooting information
pack which includes the Trouble With Shooting booklet, visit:
https://www.animalaid.org.uk/go/shootpack. To get involved in their
campaign to ban the cages visit: https://www.animalaid.org.uk/go/cages
Photograph © Animal Aid
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THE INSPIRATION OF THE HARE

ARTIST AND WRITER Steve Halton, who works
as a Countryside Officer for Central Bedfordshire
Council, tells us that this hare was “…drawn
through a ‘scope on the North Norfolk Coast.”
How wonderful to see this magical, iconic animal
that has inspired so many poets, musicians and
artists, running free in natural surroundings.

Campaigners in Ireland continue to protest against
the barbarity of hare coursing. The Irish Council
Against Blood Sports (ICABS) states: “The Republic
of Ireland has become one of the last remaining
countries in the world to allow hare coursing. The
cruel blood sport has already been banned in
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland and
remains illegal in most civilised nations.” This is
Reproduced by kind permission of
despite successive opinion polls since the 1960s
Steve Halton ©
confirming the majority of Irish people want
coursing made illegal.Thousands of hares are snatched from the wild to be chased by
greyhounds. Some will be mauled into the ground by the dogs, others will sustain
injuries so severe they will die on the coursing fields. http://www.banbloodsports.com/
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REMEMBERING

Each Sunday at 5pm, a mixed faith circle of people join in our Healing
Meditation Group to send Love, Light, Healing and Power for animals in
distressing circumstances. Sending healing as an individual is powerful, but linking
with a group is awesome. Mohan, an Indian elephant and Tony, a Siberian-Bengal
tiger have been among the animals on whom we have focused. If this appeals to
you, you are welcome join in; just find a quiet place, even for a few minutes, and
link up. Elizabeth Rowland-Elliott, Southport Local Meeting.

Mohan ( - October 2017)
As a baby, Mohan was stolen from the wild in India, separated from his family and
herd. As with other wild-caught elephants, the calf was systematically and very
brutally ‘broken’ so that he could become a begging elephant. Mohan was then
worked for over 50 years, enduring abuse and being almost permanently chained.
Mohan was eventually rescued by the animal rescue charity Wildlife SOS.
But before his arrival at their Elephant Conservation and Care Center in 2016,
Mohan had been in the middle of the charity’s most complex and controversial
rescue operation and a fierce legal battle. A volatile mob thwarted the first
rescue attempt and repeated delays pushed back a second one while Mohan’s
health further deteriorated.
By the time the charity had the legal paperwork to undertake another rescue
attempt, they were afraid he wouldn’t survive the journey home. Finally, at
midnight on the 22 September 2016, this gentle elephant tentatively boarded
the Wildlife SOS elephant ambulance.
After his death, the Wildlife SOS team described some of the moments from
Mohan’s life they’d like to remember him by: “Bewildered but relaxed in the
ambulance by moonlight, surrounded by a smiling rescue team, on his way to
a better place; his first walk at the Center, fascinated by the sensation of grass
and mud under his feet; his utter joy in being able to scratch himself on a tree
or toss cool mud all over himself; Mohan as he stood enjoying the drizzle of
the rain on his body, and as he strolled carefree on his walks; his large head
against the small human frame of his keeper during quieter moments of
introspection.”
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As the abuse he faced his entire life working caught up with him, a hairline
fracture in Mohan’s limb escalated into something more serious – his bones
and his entire body too weak to combat the injuries.Thus Mohan passed away
quietly “… amidst all the concerned and loving faces of the Wildlife SOS staff
that stood by his side unwavering through his ordeal. Rest in peace dear friend.”
The Elephant Conservation and Care Center is a project of Wildlife SOS. It
was created in 2010 in collaboration with the Uttar Pradesh Forest
Department to rehabilitate severely abused captive elephants in distress. All
the elephants housed at the center carry shocking stories of the situations from
which they had to be rescued.
A fund has been set up in memory of Mohan, which Wildlife SOS will use to
rescue and care for the most difficult elephant rescue cases they get. At time
of writing they are hoping the fund will help rescue an elephant calf named
Hazel, before she has to suffer the many years in cruel captivity that Mohan
endured. Visit: https://goo.gl/cPCrqi

TONY (circa 2000 – October 2017)
Tony, a Siberian-Bengal tiger held captive in the Tiger Truck Stop parking lot in
Grosse Tete, Louisiana, died in October 2017 aged 17. Tony was euthanized
after suffering from kidney failure. Michael Sandlin, the owner of the Tiger Truck
Stop, was said to have acquired Tony when he was six months old. The tiger
was to spend the rest of his life living in an enclosure by the side of the highway.
Tony became the centre of a years-long legal battle between animal rights
activists and Sandlin, who was determined to keep Tony confined, despite offers
of a more appropriate home from sanctuaries. For more than seven years, The
Animal Legal Defense Fund (ALDF) litigated on many fronts to free Tony. In
2012 ALDF successfully obtained a judgment prohibiting Louisiana from issuing
any future permits for Tony’s captivity. That judgment should have required the
State of Louisiana to move Tony to a reputable sanctuary where he could have
lived for his last five years in the naturalistic environment he deserved. However,
the Louisiana legislature then passed a law exempting the Tiger Truck Stop, and
the Tiger Truck Stop alone, from the Louisiana Big Cat Ban, thus trapping Tony
at the truck stop.
ALDF executive director Stephen Wells said, “Tony’s tragic death
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demonstrates how our legal system leaves wildlife, including members of
endangered species like Tony, extremely vulnerable to exploitation by
incompetent or uncaring individuals.”
A statement issued by ADLF explained, “While we are saddened that we
were unable to save Tony from his tragic confinement so that he could join
other Animal Legal Defense Fund clients like Rickey the Bear, Njjarra the Lion,
and Bear the wolf at reputable sanctuaries, we will continue to fight in the
memory of Tony and the millions of other animals who have been mistreated,
until no more animals are subject to such suffering.”
US State regulations on owning exotic animals vary wildly. This contributes
to a situation in which conservationists estimate there are between 5,000 and
10,000 captive tigers in the US. Many are incarcerated in what is known as
‘roadside zoos’ as well as in private homes. In contrast, there are about 3,200
tigers in the wild worldwide.
Animal Legal Defense Fund: http://aldf.org

Tony: centre of legal battle. Photograph courtesy of ADLF
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BOOK REVIEW

Dead Zone:Where the Wild Things Were by Philip Lymbery, (Bloomsbury
publishing). Chris Lord reviews the important new book from the author of
Farmageddon.

There are dead zones all over the world – areas of the ocean where pollution
has removed almost all the oxygen, and where, as a result, nothing lives. These
zones shrink and expand with the seasons, but overall are growing in size and
number. To Philip Lymbery, author of the award-winning Farmageddon: The True
Cost of Cheap Meat, and chief executive of Compassion in World Farming,
dead zones are representative of wider environmental degradation in all sorts
of contexts across the planet. They are a kind of extreme version, or symbol,
of the swathes of monoculture replacing natural habitats, as well as an
unpleasant vision of what might happen if things go badly wrong.
Lymbery’s book is in some ways an episodic account of his extensive travels;
almost every chapter is entitled after a species of animal, and presents one or
two thematically-related case studies. These begin, like the best sermons, with
engagingly-told anecdotes of his own personal visits and experiences. Even the
account of how Lymbery actually reached the areas he describes can
sometimes read as an epic in itself, for example the difficulties and dangers
involved in getting to a jaguar-watching site on the Pantanal in Brazil (where
he didn’t actually see any jaguars). The book’s cumulative impact, however, is
much more than that of a travelogue-with-a-message. Even before I’d finished
reading it, I felt bludgeoned by Lymbery’s catalogue of destruction: the sheer
scale of what he relentlessly catalogues is beyond comprehension. But
‘bludgeoned’ is not the right word: I never felt as if I could read no more –
Lymbery’s calm and gentle writing, and his drawing the reader in to his personal
experiences, kept me going. He is very careful, where he can, to accentuate
the positive, whether it’s farmers protecting jaguars in Brazil, or a landowner in
West Sussex rewilding his estate. And even when, as often, there is no positive
angle, for example when Sumatran elephants are displaced by palm oil
plantations, or Antarctic krill trawled up indiscriminately, his stories are told so
clearly and engagingly that we can read on, able to cope somehow with the
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extent and implications of the horrors. This is a rare feat, and a great
achievement.
One of the later chapters – Homo sapiens – begins with a history of humans’
relationship with other species, setting out more generally the argument found,
in particulars, throughout the book, namely that environmental destruction,
mass extinctions (both real and threatened) and the poisoning of humans’
habitats, are to a large extent a direct consequence of our dependence on
livestock – on our use of farm animals for food. Strict vegetarians and vegans
might like to cover their eyes or ears at this point, as Lymbery is no purist: he
advocates the use of livestock to provide food for humans, but only on
agriculturally unproductive land. These animals would be genuinely free-range,
and, by being confined to poorer grade land, would allow vast tracts to be
repurposed for the growth of plant food for humans, or for habitat for other
species. He repeatedly points out that using productive farmland to grow crops
like soya or corn to feed animals is inherently wasteful, as the majority of energy
in these crops is used up by the animals in just living their lives. If we ate less
meat we could free up enough land to feed humanity, and leave wild space for
our companion species. Moving livestock from pasture to giant sheds, to
constricted muddy lots, not only causes the animals much suffering, but also,
paradoxically, uses up more land, not less, as they now have to eat speciallygrown food, not the grass on the pasture. It is this pressure which is Lymbery’s
main thesis: that increased consumption of animal products is driving us to
destroy our planet. “The great irony is that our most fearsome competitor for
food – livestock – has been put there by us.”
I thought Dead Zone would depress me. It didn’t. What it reveals is indeed
truly upsetting, but, because of Lymbery’s ability to take the reader on his travels
to so many, varied and, well, just fascinating, parts of the world, and because of
the small indications of change which he uncovers, I am left not without hope.
My lack of despair also arises, I suspect, because the reader argues to herself
that if this man, who is so close to the ground, hasn’t given up (and isn’t insane),
then it’s worth carrying on.
Chris Lord attends Wanstead Meeting
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SANCTUARY
PRIMATE RESCUE AND REHABILITATION

A juvenile male western lowland gorilla was recently rescued by the Limbe
Wildlife Centre (LWC) in Cameroon.The prompt reaction of Eastern Region
Ministry of Forest (MINFOF) and Wildlife delegations enabled action to secure
the survival of this orphan. After recovering, he will be transferred to the third
Pan African Sanctuary Alliance sanctuary of Cameroon, working closely in
collaboration with MINFOF Ape Action. Limbe reports that he poaching of
wildlife, including great apes, in the Eastern region is almost totally uncontrolled.
Baby gorillas are particularly vulnerable and rarely survive more than a few
days or weeks in villages.
Our photograph shows Nyango, Limbe’s ‘most famous ambassador’ who died
in late 2016. Nyango arrived at LWC in March 1994 when she was three years
old. She was the first gorilla to arrive at the centre and was the only Cross
River gorilla living in captivity in the world. There are thought to be just 250300 Cross River gorillas – now the world’s rarest great apes – still living in the
wild.
After her mother was killed by poachers to be sold as bushmeat, Nyango,
who was in poor condition with shotgun pellets still under her scalp, was
purchased in a village by an expatriate family.
After six months, the family met Peter Jenkins
and Liza Gadsby, co-founders of the Pandrillus
Foundation, and learned that it was illegal to
keep a gorilla. Three weeks later, Nyango was
taken to LWC where she began receiving
proper care.
As Nyango grew, she became the matriarch
of the Centre’s gorilla family, living with seven
Western Lowland Gorillas. She was calm and
relaxed, avoiding conflict and well respected
Nyango at Limbe Wildlife Centre.
among the group. She was one of the favourites
Photograph © Peggy Motsch,
of the numerous volunteers who visit every
Primate Well-being & Population
Manager LWC
year to help at LWC. http://limbewildlife.org
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SAVING THE FORGOTTEN DOGS

A ‘Poundie’ is a dog who has found him or herself abandoned and alone in a
cold and lonely pound kennel, Every year in the UK alone, tens of thousands
of dogs end up in pounds and, after their statutory seven days are up, many
are on the Put To Sleep (pts or ‘kill’) list. Some pounds do not rehome to the
public, some do, and others choose to work with pound helpers to help save
as many as they can. Every day hundreds of healthy dogs are killed in pounds,
because no one claimed them. They are the Forgotten Dogs.

Pounds for Poundies is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation
(registered charity number SC044405) that believes every Poundie should have
the chance of a life full of love and happiness with a warm sofa and family to
call their own. The charity works to realise this goal, raising the rescue funds
needed to save the dogs on death row in the UK. Pound volunteers work
tirelessly to move dogs through life-line chain of communication and action.
The ones that are saved are taken by the transporters to emergency boarding
and rescue centres who work hard to save the lives of these abandoned dogs.
Founder and Director of Pounds for Poundies, Alexis Fleming, has worked in animal
protection for many years. She was a campaigner for Advocates for Animals and
Animals Australia and a volunteer for Edgar’s Mission Farm Animal Sanctuary, Fur
Bearer Defenders and Cat Action Trust 1977, A Lifeline for Feral Cats.

Alexis believes that dogs are a gift saying: “I love all animals, but the special
relationship we have with dogs is a gift that is all too often taken for granted,
or sadly not recognised at all. For the selfless and unwavering devotion, love,
patience, understanding and companionship they freely and willingly give to us,
we owe them our care, compassion, love and gratitude in return.”
She continues, “Although I am a campaigner at heart, I became involved in
pound helper work and noticed that people seemed to want a way to help
directly save the dogs they saw on the internet who were in pounds and urgent
danger. It is very frustrating to see dogs whose time is almost up, and not be
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able to do anything. I know, because I felt the same. Although I foster pound
dogs, there were many more I wanted to help and the only way I could do this
was to donate to their rescue.” However, Alexis noticed that many pound
helper groups were so busy actually saving the Poundies that they struggled to
find time to raise funds for them, too. She founded Pounds for Poundies in
2013 with the aim of making it possible for people to see exactly how their
donations would be used to help directly save individual dogs.

Funds raised are used for life-saving emergency boarding, transport, neutering,
vaccinations, micro-chipping and other veterinary costs. All sums raised directly
help save the lives of abandoned dogs through the chain of help from the
pound to a new home. The charity comprises a very small team; Alexis works
as a full-time volunteer, and due to the huge and increasing work load there is
one paid member of staff. There are no overheads and all administration costs
are paid from Gift Aid.

For further details visit: http://poundsforpoundies.co.uk/

My Dog Singing to the Moon © Margaret Prentis
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Word and World

Whose word could be truthful enough
for the Stone to accept it?

Who could have beauty enough
to speak for the Rose?

Who could be innocent enough
to utter what’s at the heart
of a Wolf or a Goldfish?

Whose word could be grounded
in love enough to sound
what is most deeply Human?
Paul Matthews

(Previously published in ‘Sing Me the Creation’, Hawthorn Press)

Paul Matthews is a published poet and his books on the creative process, ‘Sing
Me the Creation’ and ‘Words in Place’ (both from Hawthorn Press) have
proved inspirational to teachers of children and adults alike, and to all who
seek to develop their powers of imagination. A new book of his poems, ‘This
Naked Light’ will be out shortly. www.paulmatthewspoetry.co.uk
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MEDIA

The Soul of an Octopus, A Surprising Exploration Into the Wonder of Consciousness,
Sy Montgomery (Simon and Schuster )
In 2011 Sy Montgomery wrote a feature for Orion magazine entitled Deep
Intellect about her friendship with a ‘sensitive, sweet-natured’, aquarium octopus
named Athena and the grief she felt at her death. Since then she has practised
immersion journalism, from New England aquarium tanks to the reefs of French
Polynesia and the Gulf of Mexico, pursuing and engaging with these wild, solitary
shape-shifters.
In this book Montgomery informs how octopuses have complex
personalities, intelligence, affection, recognition and playfulness.The intelligence
of dogs, birds, and chimpanzees was only recently accepted by scientists, who
now are establishing the intelligence of the octopuses, watching them solve
problems and deciphering the meaning of their colour-changing camouflage
techniques. Montgomery chronicles this growing appreciation of the octopus,
but also tells a love story.
KANGAROO – a Love Hate Story,
directors Kate McIntyre Clere and Mick McIntyre

Australia has a shifting, uneven, uneasy relationship with its most famous icon.
On the one hand, the kangaroo image is boasted by national companies such
as Quantas and is mass produced as tourist souvenirs, on the other they are
considered ‘pests’ to be shot and sold for profit. Kangaroo unpacks this national
paradigm, examining the conflicting relationship between animal and human,
with the kangaroo at the entre of “…the largest mass destruction of wildlife in
the world”.
In making KANGAROO, the directors found that the killing of kangaroos as
so-called pests had been replaced by killing millions of kangaroos for profit.The
slaughter is government-sanctioned and the shooting is done in the dead of
night, often miles from anywhere. Although codes of practice have been
developed for farmers and shooters to reduce cruelty, the film makers found
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that, in many cases, this was impossible to police, and that non-compliance was
widespread: “While filming, we came across many first-hand eyewitness
accounts of the brutal treatment of kangaroos and their young joeys.
“To make KANGAROO, we worked hard to tell all sides of the story and
travelled thousands of kilometres across the magnificent Australian outback,
speaking with indigenous Australians, scientists, meat processors, commercial
shooters, farmers, politicians, artists, wildlife carers, chefs and activists, to explore
the wonder of this magnificent and unique animal and to weave together an
unsettling story for the world to see.” http://kangaroothemovie.com

WORLDWIDE NEWS

THE ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND is leading a coalition of animal
protection, environmental, and marine conservation groups to introduce the
Florida Orca Protection Act, which would grandfather in existing orcas but
outlaw holding any additional orcas in captivity in Florida. The act would also
prohibit breeding captive orcas or transporting them into or out of state, unless
to a seaside sanctuary or required by federal law. The Fund states it is “…a
commonsense law that just codifies SeaWorld’s previous commitment to phase
out breeding orcas immediately and orca performances by 2019.”

THE NATUREWATCH FOUNDATION has now endorsed The Body Shop
as a cruelty-free brand in their Compassionate Shopping Guide. Parent company,
Natura, and subsidiary luxury brand, Aesop, are also newly endorsed.
Naturewatch says, “We are absolutely delighted to have The Body Shop, Aesop
and Natura join our list of Cruelty Free brands This brings an end to our almost
twelve-year long campaign to boycott The Body Shop while they were under
the ownership of L’Oréal. Compassionate shoppers can feel confident shopping
at them once again.” For a copy of the Guide, visit: https://naturewatch.org
THE ZHONG ZHENG CLUB of Kaohsiung, Taiwan, reported only 147
survivors out of the 12,423 pigeons who started the 2017 summer and fall
series. According to campaigning group PETA, more than a million homing
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pigeons die every year during Taiwan’s seasonal pigeon races, which consist of
sets of seven gruelling races over ocean from ever-increasing distances. Young
birds, leas than a year old, are shipped out to sea, released in the middle of the
ocean, and forced to fly back home – even in the midst of typhoon-strength
winds. Frequently, fewer than one per cent of these highly intelligent
birds complete each seven-race series. Many drown from exhaustion, die in
the storms, or are killed afterwards for being too slow.
Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport in Taipei recently rejected a
controversial new PETA billboard pointing out that pigeon races held in the
country have a 98 per cent fatality rate.

Rejected – PETA billboard

THE CLEAN FUTURES FUND (CFF) is a *US 501c3 non-profit
organization established to raise awareness and provide international
support for communities affected by industrial accidents and long-term
remedial activities.
In the spring of 1986, the Unit 4 reactor at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power
Plant in Ukraine exploded and spread radioactive materials into the
environment. The former Soviet Union established a 30-km exclusion zone
around the facility and evacuated over 120,000 people from 189 cities and
communities.The evacuees were not allowed to bring anything that they could
not carry. Pets were abandoned.
In the spring of 1986, soldiers of the Soviet Army were dispatched to shoot
and kill the animals in Pripyat which had been left behind.The dogs that survived
in the woods were driven out of the area by packs of wolves and back to the
power plant by a lack of food, where their descendants remain to this day.
For the last four years, Clean Futures Fund Co-Founders Lucas and Erik have
traveled to Ukraine as part of a vocational work program at the Chernobyl
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Nuclear Power Plant (ChNPP). During their time at Chernobyl, they were
shocked to discover the large population of stray dogs living around the plant
and in the zone.
Today, the dogs of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant rely on the workers
at the station to stay alive. Some bring the animals inside and give them care if
they seem injured or sick – but the workers also risk exposure to rabies by
interacting with the dogs.
In response, Clean Futures has developed a three-year programme with its
partners to manage the stray dog population in the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone.
They are now raising funds to bring veterinarians to the power plant to
administer rabies shots and spay and neuter the animals. To help to purchase
vaccines, anesthesia and medical supplies necessary to spay and neuter over
500 animals visit: https://cleanfutures.org
*A 501(c) organization is a nonprofit organization in the federal law of the
United States.

CONCERNED ABOUT THE LEVEL OF VIOLENCE in Spain’s 55 bullfighting
schools, a UN committee has urged Spain to ban children from attending
bullfights or bullfighting schools, arguing that they need to be protected from
the “…harmful effects” of the practice. The Committee on the Rights of the
Child, a panel of independent experts that monitors the implementation of
the UN convention on the rights of the child, said it was anxious about the
impact bullfighting could have on under 18s, as spectators at events and as
pupils in bullfighting schools.
In its concluding observation the Committee stated, “In order to prevent the
harmful effects of bullfighting on children, the committee recommends that the
state party prohibit the participation of children under 18 years of age as
bullfighters and as spectators in bullfighting events”
The regional government of Catalonia banned bullfighting almost eight years
ago, but the ban was overturned in 2016 by Spain’s constitutional court, which
said the practice was “…. one more expression of a cultural nature that forms
part of the common cultural heritage”. the guardian.com, 9 February 2018.
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NEARLY 150,000 ORANGUTANS HAVE BEEN LOST through hunting and
killing from the Borneo’s forests in 16 years, conservationists warn in a study
which ran from 1999 to 2015. Unsustainable exploitation of natural resources
is increasingly affecting the highly biodiverse tropics and the biggest losses were
in regions where forest has been cut down to make way for palm oil and acacia
plantations. More animals were killed by hunters who ventured into the forest,
or by farm workers when the apes encroached on agricultural land. Female
orangutans are occasionally killed for their young, which are sold on through
the pet trade.
Researchers estimate the number of orangutans left on Borneo now stands
at between 70,000 and 100,000, meaning the population more than halved
over the study period. It is predicted that numbers could fall at least another
45,000 in the next 35 years, without counting premeditated killings. Read more:
http://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(18)30086-1

QCA MEMBERSHIP NEWS

CLARE GILL TELLS US THAT FARNHAM MEETING has switched to
environmentally friendly cleaning products that are not tested on animals. Clare
suggested replacing the usual brands, explaining to the Clerk that they were
now available in supermarkets at a reasonable price and that it would be more
‘earth friendly’ to use them instead. She also offered to supply them.The Clerk
quickly agreed as it “…was something no one had thought of before.”
The concern was brought up in the next business meeting and readily agreed
by all. The cost to the budget wasn’t considered a problem and the Meeting
House cleaner was asked to purchase them. Since then Clare has initiated the
use of animal-friendly toiletries.
Clare commented, “I often find people are surprisingly amenable to ideas
that I had worried unnecessarily about bringing up!” She has also distributed
copies of our *Newsletter in order for Friends to learn more about our animal
kin and how QCA seeks to help them.
QCA Clerk Thom comments, “...these small steps are bigger than we realise,
especially when we share these successes and inspire other Friends.”
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EARLIER THIS YEAR QCA joined CreatureKind and Humane Society
International to celebrate with Friends House as they made a public
commitment to advancing sustainable, compassionate eating by becoming a
CreatureKind Institution. Friends House has committed to reducing the amount
of animal products (meat, dairy, and eggs) served in their dining and catering
facilities by 20 per cent within two years.
While this is a big step for Friends House, it’s not the first time that the
Hospitality team have demonstrated commitment to animal welfare. Some
years ago, our former Clerk Marian Hussenbux informed Friends House
Hospitality about Compassion in World Farming’s Good Egg awards.The team
responded with their usual enthusiasm and undertook the large task of auditing
their many suppliers. In 2009, FH became the first religious establishment to
win this award. http://www.becreaturekind.org/

OUR REGULAR CONTRIBUTOR, writer and tutor Fiona Owen of Holyhead
Meeting, is running ‘writing for well being’ courses under the title, The Eye of
the Storm.Themes and topics relating to interconnection, personal development
and creative empowerment will be explored and will take place on Anglesey
and online.
The first course Fiona is offering is: ‘Anima/l’ on Sat 28 April 2018,10am–
4pm at Llanfaelog Community Hub (formerly known as Llanfaelog Village
Hall), Isle of Anglesey. Price for the day is £25 with tea and coffee provided
but take a packed lunch. Issues covered include: What would happen if we
raised the status of the word ‘animal’ so that it was used as a compliment?
What would happen if we remembered that the ‘anima’ part of ‘animal’ means
‘soul’ or ‘vitalising life principle’? Fiona says, “This is an invitation to take time
out from busy life to explore, in an open, creative and suppor tive way,
some of these vital, and vitalising, questions.” Pre-booking essential
For more information, contact Fiona on: fiona@rhwng.com or 01407
810742. https://www.facebook.com/writingtomatter/
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EVENTS
29 April
Greyhound Compassion Sponsored Walk or Walk for a Donation on Warwick
Common (all breeds welcome, if you would like to bring a dog - not a
requirement). One circuit, using inner service track, approx two miles. Walkers
to congregate at 1.45pm to start at 2pm. Birmingham Rd entrance, near
Sainsbury’s and the Antelope Pub.

5 May
QCA 2018 AGM: 10.45 for 11.00 finishing at 12.30. Venue: The Penn Club
(Cadbury Room) 21 Bedford Place (just south of Russell Square) WC1B 5JJ.
The 59, 68, 91, 168 bus routes run between Euston Station (across the road
from Friends House) and Russell Square. Refreshments available – tea/coffee
with soy milk and vegan biscuits.
This year’s AGM will be just 90 minutes to allow Friends to take full advantage
of Yearly Meeting proceedings and events. For full agenda and important notices
in advance, please see the Clerk’s Letter (enclosed with this newsletter) or
check our website. *Travel subsidy – QCA will reimburse attending members
who have travelled from outside London to a maximum of £20 on
presentation of receipts.

Saturday 12 May - Sunday 20 May
Woollen Woods takes place each May as part of Belper Art Festival in
Derbyshire. This free community event, created by local knitters, crocheters
and those working in felt, happens in Parks Wood, an ancient woodland situated
in the centre of Belper. In previous years visitors have discovered well-known
characters such as the Big Bad Wolf, the Cheshire Cat and the White Rabbit
as well as ‘wild’ animals.Trees are decorated by local groups. More information:
http://www.anneclarkhandmade.co.uk

19 May
Greyhound Compassion 10am-2pm: Flag/Awareness Day Welwyn Garden
City town - a good opportunity to have the hounds out meeting and greeting,
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and to talk about the plight of the greyhounds and galgos. 20 May,11am–
2.30pm: Flag/Awareness Day at Burston garden centre, a lovely venue with a
welcoming public for the hounds. For the full 2018 events programme visit
Greyhound Compassion’s events calendar: http://greyhoundcompassion.org

15 - 20 August
National Animal Rights Gathering Earth First! For animal liberationists, animal
rights and vegan activists. Check website for location and updates:
http://argathering.org.uk

25 August
Official Animal Rights March in London 12-4pm. Founded and organised by
animal rights organisation Surge; supported by HeartCure Collective, a
Sheffield-based non-profit organisation.
http://www.theofficialanimalrightsmarch.com

4 October
World Animal Day, Naturewatch. QCA hopes once again to have a stall at
Friends House bookshop to celebrate the beauty and diversity of the animal
kingdom. We welcome anyone who wishes to help us. If you can’t make it to
Friends House and want get involved visit the Naturewatch website:
https://www.worldanimalday.org.uk

Hedgehog in Woollen Woods.
Photograph © Jan Sheppard
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MEMBERSHIP OF QUAKER CONCERN FOR ANIMALS

Subscriptions are due on 1 January each year, in order to receive further
Newsletters.
Current rates: £15 (full)
£10 (concession)
£20 (* Meetings)
Payment can be made by:

1 – Cheque, made payable to ‘Quaker Concern for Animals’ and sent to: Jane
Stanley c/o Sutton Coldfield Quaker Meeting House, Kenelm Road, Sutton
Coldfield, B73 6HD.

2 – Paying directly into our bank account or setting up a standing order. For
details of the account please contact us at: membership@quaker-animals.co.uk.
Please don’t send cash.

If you are a new member please ensure that you include your name and
address, and, if you wish, your phone number and email address. It would also
be helpful if you would say how you first came to hear about Quaker Concern
for Animals and, if you attend a Quaker Meeting, which one.

* We invite Meetings to join for the sum of £20 pa and receive our Newsletter
which is published twice a year.
“Whenever you see the word “welfare” in the literature, you can be
pretty sure something unpleasant is being done to animals”.
Marc Bekoff and Jessica Pearce,The Animal’s Agenda
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“We must do all in our power to educate the public, for I believe that in the end
only a change of heart is really effective.” Ruth Harrison, (June 1920 – June 2000).
Quaker and animal activist; author of Animal Machines

Animals Need Friends
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TOURISM

THE WILDLIFE SELFIE CODE

Tourist demand for ‘wildlife experiences’ with animals is driving an expanding
trade within the worldwide animal ‘entertainment’ industry. Research by World
Animal Protection in Brazil and Peru has revealed a huge rise in photos taken
with wild animals for social media, involving growing instances of cruelty and
the campaigning organisation has launched a Wildlife Selfie Code.
With their slow nature, and facial markings that give the impression they’re
always smiling, the gentle sloth has become one of the main targets for people
looking to use them for profit. Caimans, pink river dolphins, anacondas, and
other animals who belong in the wild are also among the victims of this social
craze. Many of those who promote wildlife selfie ‘opportunities’ in the Amazon
region steal sloths from their treetop habitats, forcing them to live in noisy,
chaotic environments and be repeatedly passed from hand to hand to tourists
who pay for the experience.
Over a three-month period at the end of 2017, World Animal Protection
also worked with 350 local school children in Vila São Pedro, a wildlife selfie
trade hotspot. During work in the area, it became clear that many tourists
prefer to take pictures of animals in the hands of children. This meant that
children were dropping out of school to encourage tourists to pay for the
selfies. World Animal Protection consultants and community teachers
collaborated to develop a range of educational activities. They taught students
about animal welfare, species behaviour, biology, ecosystems and nature
conservation. Importantly, the students also learnt about sustainable tourism.
The children have now become ‘wildlife leaders’ helping to create a better
future for animals.
Since beginning their campaign World Animal Protection has had meetings
with Instagram and the company has launched a new advisory page.To sign up
to the code visit: https://www.worldanimalprotection.org.uk/campaigns/animalswild/wildlife-selfie-code
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Kindness at last for Mohan (see REMEMBERING). Photograph (c) Wildlife SOS: www.wildlifesos.org

Thirty Times a Minute © Colleen Plumb. See Art in Action

Our thanks World Animal Protection © for permission to use this photograph of a young sloth.
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This exquisite pottery jar perfectly demonstrates human reverence for octopuses through the ages.
Pictorial Style bowl (krater)1375BC-1300BC. It is painted with an octopus on either side and the
tentacles are decorated with white dots. 41cm high. British Museum, department of Greek and
Roman antiquities. Reproduced with kind permission of the British Museum.

‘To say that we love God and at the same time exercise cruelty towards the
least creature is a contradiction in itself.’ John Woolman (1720-1772)
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